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new geographic records documented for milliped
distributions in Arkansas (see McAllister et al. 2013
and refs.
Missouri (Gunthorp 1913, 1921, Chamberlin 1928,
Shelley and Snyder 2012), but
their natural history in these states (Youngsteadt 2008,
2009). Here we
Ozark millipeds within
that the senior author made over the last
and add several new

under logs or rocks in woodland habitat. Specimens
were maintained in 11 or 16 cm diameter clear
deli dishes provided with clay, wood, rock, and/or soil
as a substrate t
Millipeds were kept in a general purpose room that had
windows, but was also artificially lighted when too
dark for other purposes. The temperature varied with
time of day and season from about 13 to 29°C (55 to
85°F
baker’s yeast and compost in the blackened stage that
was derived largely from oak/sweet gum leaves and
scrap fruits and vegetables. Tetramin® tropical fish
food was sometimes provided and, occasionally, carrot
or potato peels, raw ground beef, or freshly killed
insects. Photographs/photomicrographs were taken
with a Canon Power Shot SX
digital camera, either directly or through an ocular of a
stereomicroscope. Some were take
plastic
begins with the taxon studied along with the longest
time one of the individuals lived
and dates
specimens (photovouchers) of millipeds repre
new county records are on deposit in the Sam Noble
Oklahoma Museum of Natural History, Norman,
Oklahoma.
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Since the young did not resemble the hatchlings of the
other kinds, it was assumed they were

their time in the soil. They were white, 1.2
long, had
counting the epiproct.
first instars of the
body setae
body. There were three
segment including dorso
laterals. The laterals stuck straight out with only a
slight curve.
10 segments and
about 3.2 mm long
fourth instar was 3.6 mm long
abo
progressed as follows:
Aug.
instar was seen on
was seen

document a new county record; previous reports from
the state
Oregon, Pulaski, Shannon St. Louis, Stone and Taney
counties (see Shelley and McAllister 2007).

Euryuridae

Hatchlings
yrs.
Missouri (30 Mar., 18 May
May 2008, inadvertently introduced with wood);
side of Fellows Lak
2012
from March
polydesmidans: belly to belly with the front of the male
curled over the head of the female
enclosing her, particularly toward the front
animal was upside down, it was not unusual for the
posterior
ground. Mat

clusters of 12 to 30. They were tan and about 0.45 mm
in diameter. They swelled some
and became more grayis
was not synchronous
wee
were slow and lethargic compared to those of
Pseudopolydesmus pinetorum
form a flock.

constructed of fecal pellets

Since the young did not resemble the hatchlings of the
other kinds, it was assumed they were

The
their time in the soil. They were white, 1.2
long, had
counting the epiproct.
first instars of the
body setae
body. There were three
segment including dorso
laterals. The laterals stuck straight out with only a
slight curve.
10 segments and
about 3.2 mm long
fourth instar was 3.6 mm long
about one
progressed as follows:
Aug.; a second instar was seen on
instar was seen on
was seen

All specimens from Christian County, Missouri
document a new county record; previous reports from
the state
Oregon, Pulaski, Shannon St. Louis, Stone and Taney
counties (see Shelley and McAllister 2007).

Euryuridae
Auturus evides

Hatchlings
yrs. E of S
Missouri (30 Mar., 18 May
May 2008, inadvertently introduced with wood);
side of Fellows Lak
2012).
from March
polydesmidans: belly to belly with the front of the male
curled over the head of the female
enclosing her, particularly toward the front
animal was upside down, it was not unusual for the
posterior
ground. Mat

Eggs were laid in hollows beneath
clusters of 12 to 30. They were tan and about 0.45 mm
in diameter. They swelled some
and became more grayis
was not synchronous
weeks from a given clutch.
were slow and lethargic compared to those of
Pseudopolydesmus pinetorum
form a flock.

Molting
constructed of fecal pellets

Since the young did not resemble the hatchlings of the
other kinds, it was assumed they were

The first
their time in the soil. They were white, 1.2
long, had
counting the epiproct.
first instars of the
body setae
body. There were three
segment including dorso
laterals. The laterals stuck straight out with only a
slight curve.
10 segments and
about 3.2 mm long
fourth instar was 3.6 mm long

ut one
progressed as follows:

; a second instar was seen on
instar was seen on
was seen on 19 Oct

All specimens from Christian County, Missouri
document a new county record; previous reports from
the state
Oregon, Pulaski, Shannon St. Louis, Stone and Taney
counties (see Shelley and McAllister 2007).

Euryuridae
Auturus evides

Hatchlings
E of S

Missouri (30 Mar., 18 May
May 2008, inadvertently introduced with wood);
side of Fellows Lak

. These
from March
polydesmidans: belly to belly with the front of the male
curled over the head of the female
enclosing her, particularly toward the front
animal was upside down, it was not unusual for the
posterior
ground. Mat

Eggs were laid in hollows beneath
clusters of 12 to 30. They were tan and about 0.45 mm
in diameter. They swelled some
and became more grayis
was not synchronous

ks from a given clutch.
were slow and lethargic compared to those of
Pseudopolydesmus pinetorum
form a flock.

Molting
constructed of fecal pellets

Since the young did not resemble the hatchlings of the
other kinds, it was assumed they were

first
their time in the soil. They were white, 1.2
long, had three pairs of legs
counting the epiproct.
first instars of the
body setae were about two
body. There were three
segment including dorso
laterals. The laterals stuck straight out with only a
slight curve.
10 segments and
about 3.2 mm long
fourth instar was 3.6 mm long

ut one-fourth
progressed as follows:

; a second instar was seen on
instar was seen on

on 19 Oct
All specimens from Christian County, Missouri

document a new county record; previous reports from
the state include Barry, Cole, Franklin, Howell,
Oregon, Pulaski, Shannon St. Louis, Stone and Taney
counties (see Shelley and McAllister 2007).

Euryuridae
Auturus evides

Hatchlings (Fig. 4
E of Springfield near Turners,

Missouri (30 Mar., 18 May
May 2008, inadvertently introduced with wood);
side of Fellows Lak

These
from March
polydesmidans: belly to belly with the front of the male
curled over the head of the female
enclosing her, particularly toward the front
animal was upside down, it was not unusual for the
posterior part to be twisted so the legs were on the
ground. Mating lasted for over an hour

Eggs were laid in hollows beneath
clusters of 12 to 30. They were tan and about 0.45 mm
in diameter. They swelled some
and became more grayis
was not synchronous

ks from a given clutch.
were slow and lethargic compared to those of
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form a flock.

Molting
constructed of fecal pellets

Since the young did not resemble the hatchlings of the
other kinds, it was assumed they were

first instars
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three pairs of legs
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first instars of the

were about two
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segment including dorso
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about 3.2 mm long
fourth instar was 3.6 mm long

fourth
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; a second instar was seen on
instar was seen on

on 19 Oct
All specimens from Christian County, Missouri

document a new county record; previous reports from
include Barry, Cole, Franklin, Howell,

Oregon, Pulaski, Shannon St. Louis, Stone and Taney
counties (see Shelley and McAllister 2007).

Auturus evides
(Fig. 4
pringfield near Turners,

Missouri (30 Mar., 18 May
May 2008, inadvertently introduced with wood);
side of Fellows Lak

These 3.5 cm long millipeds mated
from March to
polydesmidans: belly to belly with the front of the male
curled over the head of the female
enclosing her, particularly toward the front
animal was upside down, it was not unusual for the

part to be twisted so the legs were on the
ing lasted for over an hour

Eggs were laid in hollows beneath
clusters of 12 to 30. They were tan and about 0.45 mm
in diameter. They swelled some
and became more grayis
was not synchronous

ks from a given clutch.
were slow and lethargic compared to those of
Pseudopolydesmus pinetorum
form a flock. A few survived to

Molting took place
constructed of fecal pellets

Since the young did not resemble the hatchlings of the
other kinds, it was assumed they were

instars
their time in the soil. They were white, 1.2

three pairs of legs
counting the epiproct.
first instars of the other polydesmidans

were about two
body. There were three
segment including dorso
laterals. The laterals stuck straight out with only a

Second instars were 2.1
10 segments and six
about 3.2 mm long
fourth instar was 3.6 mm long

fourth
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; a second instar was seen on
instar was seen on

on 19 Oct
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include Barry, Cole, Franklin, Howell,
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counties (see Shelley and McAllister 2007).
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Since the young did not resemble the hatchlings of the
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three pairs of legs
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body. There were three
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the width of the body.
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; a second instar was seen on
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All specimens from Christian County, Missouri

document a new county record; previous reports from
include Barry, Cole, Franklin, Howell,

Oregon, Pulaski, Shannon St. Louis, Stone and Taney
counties (see Shelley and McAllister 2007).

Auturus evides (Bollman).
A) appeared in June and lived two

pringfield near Turners,
Missouri (30 Mar., 18 May
May 2008, inadvertently introduced with wood);
side of Fellows Lake, Gr

3.5 cm long millipeds mated
to May

polydesmidans: belly to belly with the front of the male
curled over the head of the female
enclosing her, particularly toward the front
animal was upside down, it was not unusual for the

part to be twisted so the legs were on the
ing lasted for over an hour

Eggs were laid in hollows beneath
clusters of 12 to 30. They were tan and about 0.45 mm
in diameter. They swelled some
and became more grayis
was not synchronous,

ks from a given clutch.
were slow and lethargic compared to those of
Pseudopolydesmus pinetorum

A few survived to
took place

constructed of fecal pellets

Since the young did not resemble the hatchlings of the
other kinds, it was assumed they were

moved slowly and spent most of
their time in the soil. They were white, 1.2

three pairs of legs
They had

other polydesmidans
were about two

body. There were three
segment including dorso-
laterals. The laterals stuck straight out with only a

Second instars were 2.1
pairs of legs. Third instars were

with
fourth instar was 3.6 mm long

the width of the body.
progressed as follows: a first insta

; a second instar was seen on
14 Sept.

All specimens from Christian County, Missouri
document a new county record; previous reports from

include Barry, Cole, Franklin, Howell,
Oregon, Pulaski, Shannon St. Louis, Stone and Taney
counties (see Shelley and McAllister 2007).

(Bollman).
A) appeared in June and lived two

pringfield near Turners,
Missouri (30 Mar., 18 May
May 2008, inadvertently introduced with wood);

Greene County, Missouri (1 Jan.
3.5 cm long millipeds mated

May
polydesmidans: belly to belly with the front of the male
curled over the head of the female
enclosing her, particularly toward the front
animal was upside down, it was not unusual for the

part to be twisted so the legs were on the
ing lasted for over an hour

Eggs were laid in hollows beneath
clusters of 12 to 30. They were tan and about 0.45 mm
in diameter. They swelled some
and became more grayis

but proceeded for two or more
ks from a given clutch.

were slow and lethargic compared to those of
Pseudopolydesmus pinetorum

A few survived to
took place

constructed of fecal pellets
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Since the young did not resemble the hatchlings of the
other kinds, it was assumed they were

moved slowly and spent most of
their time in the soil. They were white, 1.2

three pairs of legs
They had

other polydesmidans
were about two

body. There were three of these setae per side per
-laterals, laterals, and ventro

laterals. The laterals stuck straight out with only a
Second instars were 2.1

pairs of legs. Third instars were
11 pairs of legs.

fourth instar was 3.6 mm long
the width of the body.

a first insta
; a second instar was seen on

14 Sept.;

All specimens from Christian County, Missouri
document a new county record; previous reports from

include Barry, Cole, Franklin, Howell,
Oregon, Pulaski, Shannon St. Louis, Stone and Taney
counties (see Shelley and McAllister 2007).

(Bollman).
A) appeared in June and lived two

pringfield near Turners,
Missouri (30 Mar., 18 May
May 2008, inadvertently introduced with wood);

eene County, Missouri (1 Jan.
3.5 cm long millipeds mated

in a manner
polydesmidans: belly to belly with the front of the male
curled over the head of the female
enclosing her, particularly toward the front
animal was upside down, it was not unusual for the

part to be twisted so the legs were on the
ing lasted for over an hour

Eggs were laid in hollows beneath
clusters of 12 to 30. They were tan and about 0.45 mm
in diameter. They swelled some
and became more grayish and translucent

ut proceeded for two or more
ks from a given clutch.

were slow and lethargic compared to those of
Pseudopolydesmus pinetorum

A few survived to
in an igloo

constructed of fecal pellets
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Since the young did not resemble the hatchlings of the
other kinds, it was assumed they were

moved slowly and spent most of
their time in the soil. They were white, 1.2

three pairs of legs
They had

other polydesmidans
were about two-thirds
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laterals, laterals, and ventro
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Second instars were 2.1

pairs of legs. Third instars were
11 pairs of legs.

fourth instar was 3.6 mm long
the width of the body.

a first insta
; a second instar was seen on

; the possible

All specimens from Christian County, Missouri
document a new county record; previous reports from

include Barry, Cole, Franklin, Howell,
Oregon, Pulaski, Shannon St. Louis, Stone and Taney
counties (see Shelley and McAllister 2007).

(Bollman).
A) appeared in June and lived two

pringfield near Turners,
2007

May 2008, inadvertently introduced with wood);
eene County, Missouri (1 Jan.

3.5 cm long millipeds mated
in a manner

polydesmidans: belly to belly with the front of the male
curled over the head of the female
enclosing her, particularly toward the front
animal was upside down, it was not unusual for the

part to be twisted so the legs were on the
ing lasted for over an hour

Eggs were laid in hollows beneath
clusters of 12 to 30. They were tan and about 0.45 mm
in diameter. They swelled some

h and translucent
ut proceeded for two or more

The hatchlings
were slow and lethargic compared to those of
Pseudopolydesmus pinetorum

A few survived to adulthood.
in an igloo

constructed of fecal pellets shaped by the everted
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Since the young did not resemble the hatchlings of the
other kinds, it was assumed they were

moved slowly and spent most of
their time in the soil. They were white, 1.2

three pairs of legs and seven segments
They had longer seta

other polydesmidans
thirds

of these setae per side per
laterals, laterals, and ventro

laterals. The laterals stuck straight out with only a
Second instars were 2.1

pairs of legs. Third instars were
11 pairs of legs.

fourth instar was 3.6 mm long with
the width of the body.

a first instar was molting o
; a second instar was seen on

the possible

All specimens from Christian County, Missouri
document a new county record; previous reports from

include Barry, Cole, Franklin, Howell,
Oregon, Pulaski, Shannon St. Louis, Stone and Taney
counties (see Shelley and McAllister 2007).

(Bollman). –
A) appeared in June and lived two

pringfield near Turners,
2007, sometime before 9

May 2008, inadvertently introduced with wood);
eene County, Missouri (1 Jan.

3.5 cm long millipeds mated
in a manner

polydesmidans: belly to belly with the front of the male
curled over the head of the female
enclosing her, particularly toward the front
animal was upside down, it was not unusual for the

part to be twisted so the legs were on the
ing lasted for over an hour

Eggs were laid in hollows beneath
clusters of 12 to 30. They were tan and about 0.45 mm
in diameter. They swelled somewhat before hatching

h and translucent
ut proceeded for two or more

The hatchlings
were slow and lethargic compared to those of

(herein)
adulthood.

in an igloo
shaped by the everted
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Since the young did not resemble the hatchlings of the
other kinds, it was assumed they were Apheloria

moved slowly and spent most of
their time in the soil. They were white, 1.2
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other polydesmidans
thirds the width of the
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Second instars were 2.1-2.2 mm long, had

pairs of legs. Third instars were
11 pairs of legs.
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the width of the body.

r was molting o
; a second instar was seen on 20 Aug.

the possible

All specimens from Christian County, Missouri
document a new county record; previous reports from

include Barry, Cole, Franklin, Howell,
Oregon, Pulaski, Shannon St. Louis, Stone and Taney
counties (see Shelley and McAllister 2007).

– lived five mos.
A) appeared in June and lived two

pringfield near Turners,
, sometime before 9

May 2008, inadvertently introduced with wood);
eene County, Missouri (1 Jan.

3.5 cm long millipeds mated
in a manner

polydesmidans: belly to belly with the front of the male
curled over the head of the female and
enclosing her, particularly toward the front
animal was upside down, it was not unusual for the
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ing lasted for over an hour.

Eggs were laid in hollows beneath
clusters of 12 to 30. They were tan and about 0.45 mm

what before hatching
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adulthood.
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Since the young did not resemble the hatchlings of the
Apheloria

moved slowly and spent most of
their time in the soil. They were white, 1.2

and seven segments
longer seta

other polydesmidans; the
the width of the

of these setae per side per
laterals, laterals, and ventro

laterals. The laterals stuck straight out with only a
2.2 mm long, had

pairs of legs. Third instars were
11 pairs of legs.

with mid
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the possible

All specimens from Christian County, Missouri
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rectum; the chambers sometimes had a chimney
structure on the side (Fig. 4B).
the size of the builder, but one with an out
of 14 mm had walls 2 mm thick.
about a day and t
before the skin was shed. It might spend another three
days in the chamber before exiting, usually without
eating the skin.

County) in Missouri for
previously reported this milliped from 25 other
counties of the state.

Figure 4
Molting chamber; scale bar = 5 mm.

Polydesmidae

Young appeared in April and May. E of Springfield
near Turners, Greene County, Missouri (30 Mar. 2007,
4 Feb., 13 Nov. 2008); N side of McDaniel Lake,
Greene County, Missouri (20 Feb. 2009); Bea
Ridge, ca. 19 km SSE of Ozark, Christian County,
Missouri (2 Apr. 2010). These bumpy
millipeds were about 1.2 cm long. Mating occurred
around spring, and in one observed case the male
mounted the female from behind, crawled forward
then
around her head. His legs completely
including her
3.5 h

igloo
(construction was not observed) in which she laid 12
eggs
diameter of 0.4
spherical,
and more translucent, and embryonic
apparent
crescent shaped and about 0.8
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Missouri counties.
In summary, we have provided some new natural

history information for several millipeds collected
from three states that help augment previously
published accounts. In addition, we report nine new
geographic distribution records for some of these
millipeds. We still need more information on milliped
ecology and natural history and undoubtedly, with
additional study, that should become available to
diplopodologists in the near future.
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